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Have started moving smoothly with governments for Peace and received blessing from 

Vatican, Pope has come up with similar Peace Plan. (:05).  A document from 3 years ago 

in their call for Peace, the energy and car unit not important. The letter  Nov, 11, 2012, 

was to USA and NASA, Obama accepted the USB stick. We have no hidden agenda, 

asked the Israeli PM to negotiate Peace, sending the same number of PU to both Israel 

and Palestine. He was told he would loss his life if announced. American Securities 

having doubt to have accepted the USB stick. (:18). The people in Germany and Austria 

who are threatening KF teachers, will release all information, they called Alex's children 

threatened to kill, their proxy servers were uncovered. You're voices and photos will be 

put on the Internet, they have 25 names. (:23). A simple use of technology in house, 

refrigerator and lights, some small glitches make some systems work and others not, 

video delayed. If not working listen to "Correction of Blueprint" workshop coming up. 

People have forgot to connect voltmeter to Nano coils when making to re-align the P of 

the layers. Set the meter to 200 mV, red is G and black is M, connect the black of 

Voltmeter to red G of coil, so the nano layers all flow in same direction, IMPORTANT, 

you have to do this right away. (:29).  You get much better performance on gas heated 

nano coating, huge difference, going away from Caustic. And the gap between inner and 

outer coils make a big difference, better that they touch, the two fields create an Infinity 

Loop and boost fields 30%.  Keep to a ratio of 9, 180 turns equals 9 (take 0 away), now 

best 144 (which is 9) turns on outer coil, still keep inner core at 81 (which is 9) turns, this 

is Infinity Loop. Discovered this in the last 48 hours. Without Gans system doesn't work.  

(:40).  Video of single double coil with Gans in middle, meter at a stand still, running 

refrigerator, fan and computer. The technology is 100% correct. If Unit not working 

check coils. (:49). Trick, even if N coated with Gans, you can still N coat with Gas torch, 

heat it up and dip in cold water, the old N coat splatters out. Will post a video for the new 

method, heat until Cu color shinning then dip in cold water, keep the black residue on the 

bottom. You still have to use the Voltmeter after heater, G coil purple and M coil black. 

We are mastering each method of N coating for each use.   (:56). Back to Peace process. 

How the Belgians intercepted emails and forged. Keshe offers peace to Belgians, 

translated to french, share the Foundation profits among the people, any family that is 

involved in military not allowed, 40% of Belgians are military employed. Trying to unit 

the nation between the Flemish and French. We work to give back to their Colony, 

Congo. Every citizen in Belgian is now a shareholder, Police, Army, and Intelligence are 

not excluded. All names of shareholder are public.  (1:12). This is quite an experiment. 

Bulgarian is next. We will pay Belgians 2,000 Euros/month to teach the Congo. We start 

the process of One Nation One World, where we started in Belgium. We start by getting 

the people off Military industry and into KF new technology. (1:28). Poisoned by the Red 

Circle.  (1:39). Libyan president was killed brutally in a water pipe, will release the 

names of the Red Circle. These guys hack into Skype and find your weak point and 

attack you.   (1:47). Back to teachings.   (1:55). A new System that will be only Plasma, 

and will develop uses that stay in P and not convert to matter. The original PU is a Matter 

to P and back to Mater.  The next step is WIRELESS POWER, it's like the Sun.   (2:00).  

Eddy current when you put 4 times more back in the Grid. Cascading 2 PU's , you 

produce 3 kw that go back to the Grid, a P heater would solve it, AC heaters create 



problem. The thickness of the wire dictates the strength of the P. In future will go from N 

wires to boil water wirelessly and without appliance. Would this boil the water in your 

body, no it's a different field strength. The car units have been received in Belgium. 

People say they sit in the car to calm down.  (2:15). The wires coming out of the new 

system can be different thickness and different MG Field strength. Bret presents, gold 

was produced from Gans of CO2 and Zn, he says gold forms as crystals in the earth, he 

had intention, made through emotion, it will be tested. In the space we don't carry a 

refinery. (2:26). Goes over how matter is created, plasma interaction, your intention to 

create, this sets the conditions, the P fulfills it. This is Space technology in its raw form. 

Carbon was the first gas (CO2), and Gold the first metal, we see it as "freedom and 

power", make gold in this way, but don't sell it or create mayhem, add it to the blueprint 

for humanity. (2:34). He was educated by Zoroastrians. Blueprint photos shown by Rick, 

Coils from Jeffery USA, rainbow color spectrums on the N coils, seen also on health 

pens. Nigerians working together winding coils. Surge of women getting involved.  

(2:47). Woman making coil from Blueprint file, how she connected stacker unit and 

capacitor. Lady showing her attempts to make coils. (2:56). Man with great introduction 

graphic of a box exploding into KF, using 3 stacker coils.  Lot of people trying to set up 

KF USA, it needs to come under one KF, to unite.   (3:03).  Talks about making the coils, 

golden ratio 1.7, make 144 and 81 coil windings, the closer you get the coils together you 

start getting G and M on top of each other, the emotion and the soul interact, the energy 

encircles itself, Infinity loop, the G has to always be tied back.  All the creation is created 

out of the conditions of the balance to the fields, which depends on the interactions of the 

balance of the fields of the Solar System, Galaxy, and U, it goes both ways, the 

interactions. (3:10) Next system is to produce water, one of short-cuts is to use plastic 

containers (C - H), when you N coat you release the C and H fields, we don't extract 

water from the environment, instead we create MG field for H2O (18), this is how body 

absorbs water in daytime, then we make physical water, has to do with thoughts. The 

desire of the demand will create what you need, it's a link and an emotion. In body we 

carry Blood (emotion) and Lymph (physicality), it's the desire to grow a nail, the current 

difference creates the cell of a nail. Desire becomes the need. The daily need is about 

10000 /day, you get 1600 calories from matter state, the other 80% comes from the 

environment. When the AA came in contact with Fe then hemoglobin formed.  Goes over 

the interaction in the upper atmosphere, then mammals, fish in ocean.  (3:25).  Why 

41%?, 'take 1 and give 4', we take only 20% from the Solid state, 80% from the 

environment, just like P reactor, put 1 watt in and get 4 watts back, to bring the balance. 

The P state is the gases and Matter state the earth, and the interaction of the two gives 37 

Degree heat for the body.  (3:30). Tells how American Government sent some idiots to 

evaluate KF. The first time we understand where the AA comes from, the atmosphere. 

Earth heading for disaster. How the gold was made, that man helped Bret who was so 

sick and that man stayed by him, so great emotion generated (heart of gold), then desire 

more pure to create gold, all the conditions came together. Your Emotion, what we call 

Lymph, and the desire of the recipient to become something. You can repeat this process 

anywhere in the U. your desire to have gold because you know what you can do with it, 

will manifest itself. Now we know the secret of the Creator to create. If your desire is to 

produce energy to abuse, you'll never produce energy. People who are doing the killing 



are getting sick of it, but don't know how to get out.   (3:38).  How to make a capacitor or 

battery. They developed a way to keep the pin in the capacitor from falling out.  

 


